Social media conversations unfold based on complex interactions between users, topics and time. While recent models have been proposed to capture network strengths between users, users' topical preferences and temporal patterns between posting and response times, interaction patterns between topics has not been studied. We propose the Hidden Markov Hawkes Process (HMHP) that incorporates topical Markov Chains within Hawkes processes to jointly model topical interactions along with useruser and user-topic patterns. We propose a Gibbs sampling algorithm for HMHP that jointly infers the network strengths, diffusion paths, the topics of the posts as well as the topictopic interactions. We show using experiments on real and semisynthetic data that HMHP is able to generalize better and recover the network strengths, topics and diffusion paths more accurately than state-of-the-art baselines. More interestingly, HMHP finds insightful interactions between topics in real tweets which no existing model is able to do.
I. INTRODUCTION
A popular area of recent research has been the study of information diffusion cascades, where information spreads over a social network when a 'parent' event from one infected node influences a 'child' event at neighboring node [5] , [11] , [18] , [6] , [10] . The action of propagating information between two neighboring nodes depends on various factors, such as the strength of influence between the nodes, the topical content of the parent event and the extent of interest of the child node towards that topic. However, such explanatory variables and also the identity of influencing or parent event for any event, are typically unobserved and need to be inferred.
A recent body of work in this area has proposed increasingly sophisticated models for information cascades. To account for the temporal burstiness of events, Hawkes processes, which are self-exciting point processes, have been proposed to model their time stamps [15] . Also, influences travel more quickly over stronger social ties. This is modeled by the Network Hawkes process [12] by incorporating connection strengths between users into the intensity function of the Hawkes process. When events additionally have associated textual data, parent and child events in a cascade are typically similar in their topical content. The Hawkes Topic Model (HTM) [11] captures this by combining the Network Hawkes process with a LDA-like generative process for the textual content where the topic mixture for a child event is close to that for a parent event.
Despite its strengths, the HTM fails to capture one important aspect of the richness of information cascades. Typically, there are sequential patterns in the textual content of different events within a cascade. In terms of topical representation of the events, topics of parent and child events display repeating patterns. At the same time, these cannot be assigned to the same topic. Instead, our model assigns these to different topics, and recognizes this to be a frequently appearing topic pair in other parent-child tweets. This serves as additional evidence for inferring a parent-child relationship between this tweet pair.
However, just like topic distributions, topic interaction patterns are also typically latent, and need to be inferred. Interestingly, inferring topic interaction patterns, in turn, benefits from more accurate parent and topic assignment to events. This calls for joint inference of topic interaction patterns and the other latent variables.
We propose a generative model for textual cascades that captures topical interactions in addition to temporal burstiness, network strengths, and user topic preferences. Temporal and network burstiness is captured using a Hawkes process over the social network [12] . Topical interactions are modeled by combing this process with a Markov chain over event topics along a path of the diffusion cascade. Such topical Markov chains have appeared in the literature [8] , [9] , [1] , [2] , [4] , but in the very different context of modeling word sequences in a document. Our model effectively integrates topical Markov chains with the Network Hawkes process and we call it the Hidden Markov Hawkes Process (HMHP).
We derive a simple and efficient collapsed Gibbs Sampling algorithm for inference using our model. This algorithm is significantly more scalable than the variational algorithm for the HTM, and allows us to analyze large collections of real tweets. Using extensive experiments we validate that HMHP fits information cascades better compared to models that do not consider topical interactions. With the aid of semi-synthetic data, we show that modeling topical interactions indeed leads to more accurate identification of event parents and topics. More importantly, HMHP is able to identify interesting topical interactions in real tweets, which is beyond the capability of any existing information diffusion model.
II. MODEL
We consider a set of nodes V = {1, . . . , n}, representing content producers, and a set of directed edges E among them, representing the underlying graph using which information propagates. For every edge (u, v), W uv denotes the weight of the edge, capturing the extent of influence between content producers or users u and v. For each event e, representing e.g. a social media post, t e denotes its posting time, c e the user who creates the post and d e the document associated with the post. Event e could be spontaneous, or a diffusion event, meaning that it is triggered by some recent event by one of the followees of user c e . The variable z e denotes the unique parent event that triggered the creation of event e if it is a diffusion event. For spontaneous events, z e is set to 0. The generated event e is then consumed by each of the followers of the user c e , thereby triggering them in turn to create multiple events and producing an information cascade. Our generative model can be broken up into two distinct stages -generating the cascade events, and then the event documents.
A. Generating Cascade Events
We first generate (t e , c e , z e ) for all events using a multivariate Hawkes process (MHP) following existing models [16] , [11] , [12] , where the users can mutually excite each other to produce events. For each node v, we define λ v (t), a rate at time t, as a superposition of the base intensity μ v for user v, and the impulse responses for each event e n that has happened at time t n at a followee node c n .
where h cn,v (t − t n ) is the impulse response of user c n on the user v, and H t − is the history of events upto time t. The impulse response can be decomposed as the product of the influence W uv of user u on v, and a time-kernel as follows:
We use a simple exponential kernel f (Δt) = exp(−Δt), as this is not the main thrust of our work. Following [16] , we generate the events using a level-wise generation process. Level 0, denoted as Π 0 , contains all the spontaneous events, generated using the base rates of the users. The events Π l at level l, are generated according to the following nonhomogenous Poisson process
B. Generating Event Documents
The document d e for e is drawn using a topic model over a vocabulary of size W. For spontaneous events, the topic choice η e depends on the topic preference of the user c e . We deviate from existing literature in modeling the topic of a diffusion event. Instead of being identical or 'close' to the topic of the triggering event [11] , the diffusion event may be on a 'related' topic. We model this transition between related topics using a Markov Chain over topics, involving a topic transition matrix T . This enables us to capture repeating patterns in topical transitions between parent and child events. Since the topical sequence is 'hidden' and observed only indirectly through the content of the events, we call our model the Hidden Markov Hawkes Process (HMHP).
We have K topics, denoted {ζ k }, assumed to be probability distributions over words (vocabulary with size W), generated iid from a Dirichlet distribution. We also assume the existence of a topic-topic interaction matrix T , where T k , again sampled from a Dirichlet distribution, denotes the distribution over 'child topics' for a 'parent topic' k. Since our data of interest is tweets (short documents), we model a document d e as having a single topic η e . To generate d e , we first follow a Markov process for sampling the topic η e conditioned on the topic of its parent event η ze , followed by sampling the words iid according to the chosen topic. For spontaneous events the topic for its document is sampled randomly from the preferred distribution over topics φ u for the corresponding user u.
An important consideration in the design of our model is the use of conjugate priors. As we will see in the Inference section such priors play a crucial role in the design of efficient and simple sampling-based inference algorithms. Models such as HTM [11] , which have to sacrifice conjugacy to model data complexity, have to resort to more complex variational inference strategies.
We summarize the entire generative process below.
1) Generate (te, ce, ze) for all events according to the process described in previous sub-section. 2) For each topic k:
The resultant joint likelihood can we written as follows:
Here, δ ce,v is an indicator for the event e being triggered at node v, δ z e ,e is an indicator for event e being parent of event e , Δτ is (τ − t e ), Δ(t e ) is (t e − t e ) and T is the time horizon.
III. INFERENCE
The latent event variables are the topic η e and the diffusion parent z e .The process parameters to be estimated include the user-user influence values W uv , the topic transition matrix T , and the user-topic preferences.
By making use of the conjugate priors, we perform inference using collapsed Gibbs sampling. We integrate out the topic distributions over words ζ, the topic interaction distributions T and the user-topic preference distributions Φ. The continuous valued latent variables that remain are the connection strengths W u,v . The resulting collapsed Gibbs sampling algorithm iteratively samples individual topic and parent assignments and the connection strengths from their conditional distributions given current assignments to all other variables until convergence. We next describe the conditional distributions for sampling the different variables in the algorithm. The overall algorithm is described in Algorithm 1 below.
Algorithm 1 Gibbs Sampler
Initialize ηe for all events Initialize ze for all events Initialize Wu,v for all u, v in the followers map for iter = 0; iter ! = maxIter; iter + + do for e ∈ allEvents do Sampling topic
a) Topic assignment: The conditional probability for topic η e of a diffusion event e (z e = 0) being k when the current parent has topic k is the following:
k ,k denotes the number of parent-child event pairs with topics k and k , (¬(z e , e)) denotes all edges excluding (z e , e), C e is the set of edges from event e to its child events (¬C e being its complement), and T ¬e k,w is the number of occurrences of word w under topic k in events other than e. Further,
The first term is the conditional probability of transitioning from parent topic k to this event's topic k, the second term is that of transitioning from this topic k to each child event's topic l , and the third term is that of observing the words in the event document given topic k. It is important to observe how this conditional distribution pools together three different sources of evidence for an event's topic. Even when the document words do not provide sufficient evidence for the topic, the parent and children topics taken together can significantly reduce the uncertainty.
For spontaneous events (z e = 0), the conditional probability looks similar to Eqn. 5. Only the first term changes to
v,k is the number of events by user v with topic k, discounting event e. This captures the probability of node v picking topic k from its preferred topics.
b) Parent assignment: The conditional probability of event e being the parent z e of event e looks as follows:
Here the first term is the transition probability from topic k of the proposed parent event e to this event's topic k. The second term is the probability of t e being the time of this event e given the occurrence time t e of the proposed parent event e . As with topic identification, we see that evidence for the parent now comes from two different sources. When there is uncertainty about the parent based on the event time, common patterns of topic transitions between existing parentchild events helps in identifying the right parent.
The conditional probability of event e being a spontaneous event with no parent is given as:
We limit the maximum number of parent candidates for an event to a parameter M (set to 100 in our experiments) and by limiting the maximum delay to D (set to 1 day).
c) Updating network strengths: For the network strength W u,v , using a Gamma prior Gamma(α, β), the posterior distribution can be approximated as follows:
is the number of parent-child events pairs between nodes u and v, and N u is the number of events at node u. This is again a Gamma distribution Gamma(α 1 , β 1 ). Instead of sampling W uv , we set it to be the mean of the corresponding Gamma distribution. Note that in each iteration, we update W uv only for edges that have at least one parent-child influence.
Most edges have very few (typically just one) influence propagation event. This makes statistical estimation of their strengths infeasible. To get around this problem, we share parameters across edges. We group together edges that have the same value for the tuple (out-degree(source), indegree(destination)). The intuition is that the influence of the edge (u, v) is determined uniquely by the the popularity (outdegree) of u and the number of different influencers (indegree) of v. We then pool data from all edges in a group and estimate a single connection strength for a group.
After convergence, the parameters ζ k,r and T k,k that were integrated out are estimated using the samples.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we empirically validate the strengths of HMHP against competitive baselines over a large collection of real tweets as well as semi-synthetic data. We first discuss the baseline algorithms for comparison, the datasets on which we evaluate these algorithms, the tasks and the evaluation measures, and finally the experimental results.
A. Evaluated Models
Recall that our model captures network structure, textual content and timestamp of the posts / tweets, and identifies the topics and parents of the posts, in addition to reconstructing the network connection strengths. Considering this, we evaluate and compare performance for the following models:
• HMHP: This is the full version of our model with Gibbs sampling-based inference. It performs all reconstruction tasks mentioned above jointly, while assuming a single topic for a post and topical interaction patterns.
• HTM: This is the state-of-the-art model closest to ours that addresses the same tasks. The key modeling differences are two-fold: HTM assumes a topical admixture for each document instead of a mixture, and secondly it models parent and child events to be 'close' in terms of their topical admixture. As a result, it cannot capture any sequential pattern in the topical content of cascades.
• HWK+Diag: This is a simplification of our model where the topic-topic interaction is restricted to be diagonal. In other words, each topic interacts only with itself. This model helps assess the value of topical interaction and serves as a crude approximation of HTM since the original did not scale for our larger datasets.
• HWK×LDA: This is motivated by the Network Hawkes model [12] , which jointly models the network strengths and the event timestamps, and therefore performs parent assignment and user-user influence estimation jointly. However, it does not model the textual content of the events. Therefore, we augment it with an independent LDA mixture model [14] (LDAMM) to model the textual content. Thus, comparison against this model helps in analyzing the importance of doing topic, parent and network strength estimation jointly. The network reconstruction component of HWK×LDA is similar to the Network Hawkes model [12] .
B. Datasets
We perform experiments on two datasets, that we name Twitter and SemiSynth. The Twitter dataset was created by crawling 7M seed nodes from Twitter for the months of March-April 2014. We restrict ourselves to 500K tweets corresponding to top 5K hashtags from the most prolific 1M users generated in a contiguous part of March 2014. For each tweet, we have the time stamp, creator-id and tweet-text. Note that gold-standard for the parameters or the event labels that we look to estimate is not available in this Twitter dataset. We do not know the true network connection strengths, event topics or cascade structure of the tweets. While retweet information is available, it is important to point out that retweets form a very small fraction of the parent-child relations that we hope to infer.
Since we need gold-standard labels to evaluate performance of the models, we additionally create a SemiSynth dataset using the generative process of our model while preserving statistics of the real data to the extent possible. From a sample of the Twitter data we retain the underlying set of nodes and the follower graph. Then we estimate all the parameters of our model (the base rate per user, user-user influence matrix, the topic distributions, resulting topical interactions and the user-topic preferences) from Twitter data. The document lengths are randomly drawn from P oisson (7) , since 7 was the average tweet length in the Twitter dataset. We finally generate 5 different samples of 1M events using our generative model. All empirical evaluations are averaged over the 5 generated samples (together termed as SemiSynth). Due to lack of space, we omit the details of parameter estimation for generating SemiSynth data.
C. Tasks and experimental results
We address three tasks. of topic interactions. Now we describe the experimental setup for each of the tasks and then the results. 1) Reconstruction Accuracy: We address three reconstruction tasks: parent identification (PI), network reconstruction (NR), and topic identification (TI). Since the gold-standard values are not known for the Twitter data, we address these tasks only on the SemiSynth data. For PI (or cascade reconstruction), given a ranked list of predicted parents for each event, we measure accuracy and recall of the parent prediction. The accuracy metric is calculated as the ratio of number events for which the parent is identified correctly to the total number of events. For NR, we measure distance between estimated and true W uv values. We report the error in terms of the median Average Percentage Error (APE), defined as
, where,Ŵ uv is the estimated W uv value. For comparison with HTM, we use Total Absolute Error (TAE) (the sum of the absolute differences between the true and estimated W uv values) which was used in the original paper. For TI, we take a (roughly balanced) sample of event pairs, and then measure (using precision/recall/F1) whether the model accurately predicts the event pairs to be from the same or different topics.
The model that is closest to ours is HTM [11] . However, the HTM assigns each event to a topic distribution instead of a single topic. Also, the available HTM code cannot scale to the size of our SemiSynth dataset. Therefore, we compared our model with HTM separately. We first present comparisons with the other baselines on the SemiSynth dataset. All the presented numbers are averaged over five different semisynthetic datasets generated independently. Table I presents the accuracy and the recall@k values for the task of predicting parents, and thereby the cascades. For all the algorithms, the recall improves significantly by the time the top-3 candidates are considered. For recall@3, HMHP performs about 32% better than both the other baselines, whereas recall@1, as well as the accuracy of HMHP are at least 57% better than corresponding number of the baselines.
For the NR task, Table II describes the various APE values for models HMHP, HWK+Diag, and HWK×LDA. Given that in our simulation, event generation was truncated by limiting the number of events, the last level of events contributes to negative bias affecting the APE, since the algorithms are still trying to assign children to these events. We report both the mean and the median errors for this task. The mean error for HMHP is about 18% lower than other baselines, and the median error is about 10% lower. We also present the results for the set of nodes where the number of generated children (N u ) is at least 100 (this is an easier task). Here also the mean APE for HMHP is at least 20% lower. Table III presents the result of the TI task, measured by calculating the precision-recall over event pairs as defined earlier. The results show that HMHP performs much better than HWK+Diag and at least 5 − 6% better than HWK×LDA. The above experiment confirms that joint inference of topics, parents, and network strengths by modeling topical interactions is more accurate than that ignoring topical interactions and also decoupled inference. While the trend is not surprising as the data was generated using our model, the numbers confirm that when topical interactions patterns are present in the data, our inference algorithm is able to detect and make use of these. Also, the improvement over the baselines for all tasks is both significant in magnitude as well as statistically, showing the importance of topical interactions and joint inference for reconstructions tasks.
We also conducted in depth comparison with HTM by considering synthetic datasets generated based on models suggested in the HTM paper. HMHP gives 40% lesser TAE for the NR task and at least 25% better accuracy for PI task for both synthetic and Arxiv datasets mentioned in HTM [11] . Due to lack of space, we could not include these results, which are available in [3] .
2) Data fitting quality: We now evaluate goodness of fit for different models in the held out setting. All the models were trained on 500K events and held-out log-likelihood was calculated on the 500K events immediately following the training events. Since this does not require gold-standard labels, this can be evaluated on Twitter as well as SemiSynth data. Here we present results only for the Twitter data, since that is the harder task for our model. Table-IV shows the values of the log-likelihood for all the three models. We observe that the likelihood number for HMHP is roughly 5% better than the ones for both the HWK+Diag and HWK×LDA. We also observe the test likelihood of HMHP improves with the number of topics.
Just as for reconstruction accuracy on SemiSynth data, we see that modeling and detecting topical interaction patterns jointly with other tasks leads to significantly better generalization performance for real data. From this we may claim (of course without direct validation) that HMHP would perform 3) Discovery and Analysis of topic interactions: The final task is to discover statistically significant topical interactions from textual information cascades and investigate what actionable insights can be drawn from such topical patterns. We stress that this task can only be performed using HMHP, and as such there is no baseline algorithm for this task. In previous experiments, we demonstrated that HMHP outperforms the baselines on both SemiSynth and real data. This lends credibility to the topical interactions discovered by HMHP model, even though there is no ground truth for these.
We show the usefulness of modeling topic-topic interaction by first providing anecdotes of sets of inter-topic relationships, then by using a personalized pagerank based method to discover related topics for any given topic. We discuss how this can lead to new ways of topic-specific user targeting and influence maximization. a) Anecdotal parent-child topics: To identify interesting examples of topic-topic interaction, we ignore topic pairs that do not correspond to same underlying topic that was inappropriately partitioned into many finer-grained topics. Such a phenomenon would cause a block-diagonal structure in the topic-topic interaction matrix. We identify the most asymmetric topic pairs which cannot have come from topic splitting by sorting using T kk − T k k . We use their top-5 hashtags to illustrate the selected topic-pairs in Table V. In the first row, the parent and child hashtags are related to American football and baseball. These are different topics, but indicate that tweets related to a particular sport (football) trigger tweets about some other sport (baseball), perhaps due to common users participating in both. Table VI shows a few actual parentchild tweets from the selected asymmetric topic pairs. Note that these tweet pairs are not retweets. Also, though all these tweet pairs are clearly on related topics, often (like the first pair about MH370) they do not share any hashtags or even other significant words, which some naive strategy might use to detect relationships. Therefore, in both the cases, we see evidence of interesting topic interactions that are discovered by HMHP. Such discoveries can serve to improve downstreams tasks by getting a global view of ongoing discussions, get better estimates of viral topics etc. b) Modeling Topic Drifts via random walks: One of the compelling uses of cascade modeling is in targeting a small set of participants in the network to encourage conversations (tweets) about topics of interest to an advertiser. We claim that our model, by capturing the topic-topic interactions, provides alternate topics or hashtags for such advertisers to exploit. To demonstrate this, we choose few of the topics and then run personalized pagerank [13] from these topic nodes on the Markov chain underlying the topic-topic interaction matrix. Table VII shows the results where each chosen topic in first column, the second column contains top-3 topics on their personalized pagerank score, obtained after removing general topics with high authority-score. It is evident that the transitioned topics, given in the right column, are directly related to the start topic. For e.g., the first start topic is about Russia, Syria and Ukraine, which transitions into topics containing hashtags related to politics in US, offering us a hint about the connection between conversations on these topics in Twitter. Similarly, in the last row the start topic is about TV shows, and the transitioned topics also contain hashtags which are about some other prominent TV shows. One interpretation of this is that the average conversation that starts with any topic from the first column, can be expected to drift to one of the topics in the corresponding row.
V. RELATED WORK There has been a lot of work on network reconstruction based on the observations of event times [7] , [17] -these models often ignore the content information of the events. Our work shows that such content information, when present, can profitably be used for a better estimation of the network strengths. [1] studies a related model in which activation times and some side information (e.g. tweet content) about cascades are observed, but not the set of users.
The Dirichlet Hawkes Process (DHP) [5] and the HTM [11] both extend Hawkes Processes to model textual content associated with events. However, neither captures topical interactions. The DHP lacks the notion of a unique parent for any event and also any notion of users or networks. Our model is most similar to the HTM. But while the HTM forces parent and child events to be topically close, it does not capture any parent-child topical patterns beyond this. One consequence is that no two events are topically identical, while we can group events according to assigned topics and, additionally, parentchild relations according to topic pairs. HTM's document model is an admixture of topics, which is more powerful in general, but in the context of short documents such as tweets, this complexity is not as necessary, as we demonstrate in our experiments.
Models for sequence data have blended Markovian dynamics with topic models [8] , [9] , [4] , [2] . This thread, is focused on modeling richer sequential structure within a single document, but has not looked at cascades of events with associated time stamps and networked users. Our contribution is in merging this line of research with the modeling of information cascades.
VI. CONCLUSION
In summary, we propose a generative model for information diffusion cascades accounting for topical interactions, by coupling a Network Hawkes process with a Markov Chain over topics for diffusion paths. This enables us to fit real Twitter conversations better, and the use of topic interactions and collective inference using our model also leads to more accurate reconstruction of network strengths, diffusion paths and event topics. Using comparisons on a number of datasets, we show that our model outperforms the existing baselines on the standard metrics. On top of this, using our model, we are able to derive insights about topical interactions, which existing models cannot.
